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Thank you for inviting me to speak with you all today. These are certainly unprecedented times that are impacting every facet of our lives, both personally and professionally. Specific to university admission, the practices and policies our field has maintained for decades have been called into question and what the future looks like- short and long term—is still very unclear. I look forward to having the opportunity to unpack some of this with you today. 



NACAC 
REPRESENTS: 

• More than 15,000 college admission counseling 
professionals

• University members from approximately 20 countries; +60 
UK universities

• A unified voice on issues of importance to the field: school 
counseling; rigorous, college-prep curriculum; need-based 
financial aid; student protections; undocumented students; 
student mobility
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AS a refresher or for those who may be unfamiliar, NACAC represents more than 15,000 professionals globally. We have approximately: ~7000 postsecondary members responsible for university recruitment, admission, and enrollment management. About 300 are international from approximately 20 countries; and we have more than 60 UK university members. On the other side of the desk we have ~6000 secondary school members – college counselors, 400 of whom are international and approx. 1,000 independent educational consultantsWe also have about 1000 organizational members – for example Common application, college board, act, etc. As a professional community, the association is able to provide a unified voice on issues of importance to the field: school counseling; rigorous, college-prep curriculum; need-based financial aid; student protections; undocumented students; and student mobility. 



DISRUPTIONS 
DURING PANDEMIC

• Academics

• Extracurriculars

• Access to counseling

• Access to campuses

• Testing
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As I mentioned, every facet of our lives have been impacted. In terms of impacts on college access, the association has been monitoring disruptions and changes to academics, extracurriculars, access to counseling, and access to campuses – in terms of visiting (an important process for many in the college search process) and enrolling (online learning v. traditional on-campus, classroom instruction and residential experiences). And lastly to testing, which I will go into a bit more detail on. 



NACAC CALL TO 
ACTION: 

Do the criteria—test scores, grades in college prep 
courses, strength of curriculum, and the like—stand up to 
educational scrutiny? Are they reliable? And perhaps 
most important of all, do they preserve access for all 
students?
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Last week, NACAC’s president issued a statement that was prompted by proposed changes to standardized admission testing, specifically a proposal around at home testing school schools remain closed/social distancing requirements in places. This call to action asks institutions to consider their policies toward testing in light of this new information, but also calls on the community to evaluate the broader impacts. NACAC has called on it’s members – primarily colleges and universities – to assess whether the traditional criteria used to evaluate students’ admissibility and promise to succeed at the college level are reliable? �



STATUS OF 
STANDARDIZED TESTING

• Access and equity concerns
• Reliability and validity concerns

IMPACT: Test optional movement growing at a much quicker 
pace following COVID-19 and these decisions. 
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The  NACAC Task Force on Standardized Testing for International and US Students has been wrestling with issues of cheating, test re-use, and other concerns related to the globally expanding administration of the tests since last fall. New decisions by the testing agencies about how to proceed in response to the shutdowns –accelerating the online/at home time table-- have raised new concerns. The digital divide between low-income and upper-income students is persistent and well-documented. We cannot ignore the fact that, if schools do not reopen by fall, requiring students to take standardized exams at home will introduce a known risk factor for many low-income students that will further jeopardize educational equity and raise legitimate questions about the fairness of admission practices in this cycle.Students outside of the US will be subject to similar constraints, with the added consideration of uneven access to online infrastructure across various nations and impractical testing hours  - as experienced with the AP exams being administered starting next week. Little is known about the reliability of admission test scores taken in a home setting and the validity of online tests. The agencies are rolling this out aside from general assurances about whether these tests have reliability ( getting consistent results) and validity (making sure the score is linked to what they purport to measure; i.e., college success), and comparability with other test administrations.And the result – more institutions opting either permanently or temporarily to go test optional. And this includes big state public institutions such as the UC system, all the publics in Oregon, and I believe most recently most of the publics in Wisconsin. With the test optional movement in the US, I don’t think it is a coincidence that testing agencies are investing in a global growth strategy – which will be interesting to see how the world responds. 
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In light of these disruptions, NACAC has been engaging with its members on numerous fronts in order to know what one another are doing and to help keep students and the general public informed. All of our members, whether on the counseling or admission side, are concerned with students’ wellbeing. Our members are currently focused on helping seniors make the best decisions – emotionally, financially, and academically- for their future directions in education. Based on policy changes submitted to NACAC from our members, we know that 52% of institutions had extended the deposit deadline beyond May 1 (the national candidate reply date in the US) to ensure students aren’t rushed into a decision and have time to consider the new variables at play. These findings come from two online tools that NACAC launched last month to crowdsource our secondary school members and higher education members related to information pertaining to the admission process.  Nearly 1,000 colleges and universities from 16 countries and all 50 states used the tool to provide updated admission information to counselors, students and families. At initial launch in late March this focused, for example, on whether the campus was open for visits, virtual admission event plans, and whether deposit deadlines would be extended. A second version has just launched this past week to expand the database and includes information on policies toward final transcripts, standardized admission test, AP courses, and anticipated registration for freshmen for this fall. 



COLLEGE OPENINGS 
UPDATE
Almost 700 universities in 15 countries
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Coming back to May 1, NACAC just released its College Openings Update, which is now in its 33 years. This is a voluntary listing of NACAC member postsecondary institutions that are still accepting applications from prospective freshman and/or transfer students for the upcoming fall term. This will continue to be updated, and a second phase is planned after June 1 when many deadlines were postponed to. Roughly 700 colleges and universities, the most we have ever seen, still have openings, financial aid, and housing available to qualified freshmen and/or transfer students for the fall 2020 semester.
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As I mentioned, NACAC has also been surveying its secondary members. This above graphic represent data gathered from NACAC's Secondary Schools College Admission Services Update tool, which has received more than 910 responses from high school counselors and advisers as of mid April. At that snapshot in time., counselors reported on the current top concerns of students regarding the college search and selection process, which reflect disruptions they're experiencing as a result of the coronavirus outbreak. Though NACAC has not collected information specific to college decisions, anecdotally I have been hearing that many more counselors are fielding questions about deferral and gap year, and a few have commented on students opting to stay closer to home – so in state v. out of state if that was an option. This likely a result of numerous considerations but fear/safety and financial considerations likely playing a large role. 



- Transitioning to a 100% Virtual Financial Aid Office in 90 Days

- Mobile-First Strategies in a Virtual World: Launch Meaningful 
Student Engagement

- The Year of Data Anomaly
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Pivoting has been the name of the game lately, and mid campus and school shutdowns, the college admission community has had to rapidly migrate to the use of online tools for just about everything, and this shift has presented both an opportunity and a challenge for our members and partners. To assist in evaluating new technologies, NACAC will be hosting a virtual technology showcase on May 13 & 14, free to NACAC members, which will consist of a series of presentations hosted by corporate partners. Though we are all hoping to resume ‘normal’ in-person practices as soon as possible, digital outreach is a sound investment regardless of the path of the pandemic.



FALL 
2020
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A few final remarks with a look toward to mid-term and longer-term futures. I think the biggest concern among all education institutions right now, compared to 6 weeks ago, is what the fall is going to look like – which impacts student’s decisions. Will on-campus classes be held? Will everything still be virtual? And with that, conversations about value. Several US universities have announced their plans for the fall. Some have stated their intent to reopen campuses, perhaps most prominently was Purdue. And a few – such as Radford Univ in VA, have included few caveats or hedges in their announcements to reopen. Some are preparing to open in phases and preparing to adapt instructional and residential life models, such as Baylor University in Texas. And some have decided to stay fully online. It seems, however, that the majority at this point have yet to make a judgement call, and we anticipate these decisions will be made over the next month. For international students, there is the added question of travel and immigration. I have heard of several highly selective institutions that are encouraging international students to defer for the fall. NACAC has joined many other higher education associations to urge the Secretary of State to prioritize applications for student visas once the consulates re-open. We have also requested that State and DHS extend regulatory flexibility for international students to begin their studies online if campuses are unable to open in the fall or student visas are delayed. I imagine similarly discussions and advocacy efforts are being held around the world. https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/04/29/growing-number-colleges-announce-intent-reopen-fall
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NACAC is also challenged with planning for the fall as well. For those who many not be familiar, NACAC’s annual conference typically draws around 6,000 admission counseling professionals for a 3-day event.  We are continuing to move forward with plans for this year’s conference but are cognizant of the many factors at play from a health and travel perspective to a campus priority and budget standpoint. We're hopeful that pandemic restrictions will be lifted by fall, allowing us to come together for this important professional event as we believe there are critical conversations to be had. However, we have put in place flexible cancellation policies, and are exploring both hybrid and virtual options.  Also of possible interest to those on this briefing are the similar conversations the association is having about the possibility of virtual options for our fall national college fairs across the US, in which some of your listeners may participate. We host more than 50 fair events across our national college fairs, pvas and stem fairs, and no there will still be a need to engage with students and maintain a pipeline. 



FALL 2021
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And then if we think a year out – what is fall 2021 going to look like, and perhaps more specifically, what is the impact on students applying to fall 2021. With the number of students who opt to take a gap year likely growing significantly, one of the key questions then becomes what this means for current juniors who will be applying for fall 2021. Will institutions have greater capacity to have a bigger freshman class? Might it be more competitive? What will US students appetite be for going abroad to pursue their UG degrees? Though we are hearing of a trends that this year’s seniors may opt to stay closer to home to pursue higher education, the impact the current situation will have on juniors is still very unclear. Among some students, I think there will still be a desire, and perhaps enhanced a result of this global health crisis, to connect with people from other cultures and parts of the world. I am pleased that we are still moving forward with our annual Guide to International University Admission, which will be released in September. The UK was one of our original countries featured and now joins more 14 other countries.  For US admission in particular, junior year and first semester of senior year are critical times for college applicants to demonstrate their qualifications. Looping back to NACAC’s call to action - will admission criteria be different? The fall is also the time when many seniors are finalizing their plans for where to apply. Will students be able to visit campuses? Will university reps will be able to visit high schools? I know we all wish we had crystal balls – but until then – we are taking things week-by-week and will continue to monitor both current and future implications to the practices and policies of our field. 
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